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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND CREATIVES
De nitions and Relationships.

The common ground for biz Dev and Creativity is the focus on change in the market or,
more speci cally, change in general as a public event and to ow
with it as a constant thing, not to create a routine and make
it's not easy to explain
everything work mechanically like a clockwork. Biz Dev, by
the responsibility of a
BD and what he/she
de nition, is "the identi cation of long-term methods to increase
does in any
value through the development of relationships, markets, and
organization
customers. The core responsibility of a business developer is
growing a business. Depending on the industry, the day-to-day
tasks and strategies to achieve this goal will vary. Still, the
overall mission remains the same." (What, Exactly, Is Business
Development?
Scott Pollack ).
Sure it is a lengthy de nition and that to showcase that, it's not easy to explain the
responsibility of a BD and what he/she does in any organization.
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Similarly, a creative person or
creativity, by de nition, is "the act
of turning new and imaginative
ideas into reality. Creativity is
characterized by the ability to
perceive the world in new ways, to
nd hidden patterns. Also,
creativity is the ability to make
connections between seemingly
unrelated phenomena and to
generate solutions. (web credit); if
one can not see the relationship
between the two, no worries, I'll
explain later in part #2 of this
article.
Obviously, all de nitions agreed on change and newness, in which both Business
Developer and the Creative are capable of identifying and taking advantage of both
elements to improve the wanted outcomes. As a universe law, there's always room for
improvement. One of the conventional approaches of Business Development
Pro ssional is to help to keep the business above water is by focusing on creating
cash ow rst and for most. A company should make an impact that eventually will
attract attention that will generate leads for the business to make some cash. Biz Dev
has different approaches to enhance all business outcomes, one of the popular
methods is called "design thinking."
Business Development, as a very creative sector, could use "design thinking" to solve
problems. Additionally, a Business Developer creates systems that would generate
solutions to improve the work ow experience of every single person in the business.
Business Development must be a central department in all companies. Due to the rapid
change in every industry, small businesses should practice Business Development
approaches to survive such a rapid
change in the market. Business
Development Department has a
signi cant responsibility to keep the focus
on a xed goal while manipulating the
content of the approach. In other words,
to be exible enough to move fast and
‘’A typical day doesn’t exist
when you’re in the BD world, slow, depending on the situation without
compromising the quality of the nal
and that’s what makes it so
outcome. All tools and capabilities of the
enticing for some people.
Business Developer could only be
-SCOTT POLLACK
bene cial only after building all bridges
between all teams. Another task is to get
a sense of the market's ow and at least
to remain one step ahead in the market
to provide a better experience for the
business's loyal clients.
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Nonetheless, Business Developer creates channels to get feedback from all clients,
allies, and the market.
For the second part of this article, I will focus on the Relationships and what is the
importance of it to demand growth and prosperity for the business. Business
Developers should always be in touch with what happening in the external market
while keeping at least one eye on the internal market, the company itself.
Later...
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